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In the Paper [l], using the small-parameter method, we found the first terms 
of the series expansion of the periodic solutions of the equations of motion 
of a heavy rigid body about a fixed point when the body spins rapidly about 
the t-ax&z. The Study of the corresponding motion of this body c,epended 
essentially on the constant component of the speed of pr*ecession which vani- 
shes under the approximation taken, for example, in the case 

z* :- 0, (>4 - C)(D - C) /_4u = ‘i* (0.1) 

We shall calculate below the constant component of the speed of precession 
for Kowalewskl's gyroscope in th; Bobylev-Steklov case (the solution of the 
Initial system of equatlons of motion is periodic and the condition 
A =B=2C, 6/o= to= 0 satisfies equation (O.l)j, and we investigate the 
resulting motion. 

1, As is known [2), the equations of motion of a heavv rigid body about 
a fixed point in Kowalewski's case 

(1.1) 

2dp I dt = qr, 2dq I dt = - pr - t++f, drIdt=&‘, ca= MgIsoIC-’ 

d7 I dt = r’r’ - qf’, dy’ / dt = pf - ly, dy” / dt = qy - pf, E = sign x0 

are satisfied by the particular solution 

P = PO. “I = 0, r = - e@p~-‘y 

and the system (1.1) has, in addition, two first integrals 

r - 1/2&cap;ay”a = To - l/zec2p0*T,“a, 72 + 7’2 + f2 z?z 1 

Here pc , p0 I rof yet vd and ycry denote the initial values a!' the vari- 
ables. 

We shall assume that at the initial instant of time the axis of symmetry 
of the ellipsoid of inertia E is Inclined to the vertical at some angle 

00 and that a high angular velocity r. about this axis is imparted to the 
rigid body. Without losing generality, we select as the movable coordinate 
system a system In which at the Initial lnscant of time the positive z and 
x axes do not form an obtuse angle with the direction of the gravitational 
force. Then in this coordinate system the quantities r0 and x0 may take 
on either positive or negative values, and the initial values y. and yc” 

conditions -~‘e > 0, ~0” > 0. will satisfy 

Since the 

Under the 

system (1.1) is self-contained, 

above assumptions and condltlon 

we shall assume that yO'= 0 . 
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0 < To” < i 
(the cases yO"= 0 and yo” = 1 are discussed below) 
tlons (1.1) is found In the form 
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(1.2) 

the solution of equa- 

r&h, 
p= --eelL, q = 0, r=--;;_dnu, 

TO 

r = 1/i _ ro,,2 + e (h2dn;;2- %“*I , 

kah,2 
f = 7jp sn u cn u, r" = hl du u (1.3) 

h,? 
u= --,+ ug, 

erOt 
z=ro1), k2=1- $, 

Here p Is a small parameter. We note the relation 

k2 = 41~~ 
V 1 -.T~~Z + spa + P6 (. . .) 

ha 

h, = yO” 
C 

(1.4) 

1 - k2 (e4- 1)] + k’ (. . . ), ug = rc “6 e, + k2 (. . .) 

2. For an analysis of the motion of Kowalewskl's gyroscope we introduce 
the Euler angles 8, cp and $ 

cose=y, d% PT + qr’ dq 4 
dt = 1 _ y2 v 

-=r- 
dt dt cos e 

( 
tg 'PO= 3) (2.1) 

From the first formula of (2.1) and Equations (1.3) and (1.4), we find 

cose=r,” 1+p2 
[ 

cl/l - roe2 
To,,2 (co.5 r,t - 1) 

I 
+ p4 (. . .) (2.2) 

The expression for the angle of precession takes on the form [3] 

ql -$. = - 70;p;;i$ + pscN (mo) 
2T,"2 t + . . . (2.3) 

0 

m. + Ii2 3 TO 
“2 

N (A = 4mo (mo + 1l -I- 2 + mo (3 - 2s), mQ= I_ T/la 

We note on the basis of (1.2) that N(Q) > 0 ; from this It follows 
that for sufficiently small p , the constant component of the speed of pre- 
cession will never vanish. 

From the last two formulas of (2.1) we have for the spin angle 

‘p - lf2n = r. - 
i 

____ +p 1/l - yo”2) t + p2 (. . .) 

To the three arbitrary constants and 
large , which appear in these.formulaa, wc may add el] 

(where Is 

t+h 1 

cos eo= Yol , ) 
(byr$eplaclng '! by 

a fourth arbitrary constant Q, , which Is related to h , on the basis 
cf (2.4), by Formula 

‘PO = ‘12n + rob + 1.4 (. . .I 

Comparing the resulting approximate expressions for the Euler angles with 
the analogous expressions of Cl], we can convince ourselves that they coln- 
clde, except for the constant of the speed of precession, whose order of 
smallness, $, Is higher than that considered In Cl]. For this reason, the 
center of a spherical rectangle In which is Inscribed the ellipse which, In 
a first approximation, Is the trajectory of thz axis of symmetry of the gyro- 
scope on the fixed unit sphere Cl], will move aio.ng a corresponding parallel. 
The speed of displacement will be equal to the constant component of the 
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speed of precession. 

The spin of Kowalewski’s gyroscope, as is evident from Formula (2.4), 
will differ only slightly from uniform rotation with a high angular velocity 

3. Let us consider the motion of Kowalewski’s 
YOM = 0 and y/=1. 

If 
to the &se of pohysical pendulum. 

* = 0 (r # 0)) we obtain Equations p0 = 0 

In order to study the case y I= 1 we select 
X in such a way that x0> 0 . !?hen, Setting 

gyroscope for the cases 

and y”= 0 , which leads 

the moving coordinate axis 

according to the formulas of Sections 1 and 2, retaining only the first terms 
of the series expansion in powers of p and omitting the arbitrary constants 
which are not relevant to what follows, we have 

cos 0 = 1 - $9 sin2 (lizrot) + . . ., 21, == l/got, ‘p z. l!gui .-i . . . f3.i) 

Let us draw a fixed sphere of unit radius about the fixed point and con- 
sider on this sphere a circle of radius a (o = ,@n2) with its center, at the 
point of intelsection of the sphere with the downtiard dilaection of the ve:,- 
tical. Then the traject0r.y of the axis of symmetry of the gyl-oscope in this 
case will be the curve B = a sin g , consisting of two circles of radius 
33 which are tangent to each other. Describing this sinusoidal spiral, the 
axis of symmetry will, in a first approximation 
with period T = h/r,. 

, perform a periodic motion 
The characteristic rotation of the body, as is evi- 

dent from the last formula of (3.1), will differ only slightly from uniform 
revolution with a high angular velocity ir,. 
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